1 Introduction
==============

The comparative study of the metabolism promises more direct insights about health and disease phenotypes than obtained by genomic analyses ([@bty344-B4]). However, metabolomic profiling requires ultra-high performance liquid chromatography/tandem mass spectrometry and gas chromatography/mass spectrometry. The acquisition and maintenance of this analytic setup is cost- and labor-intensive and requires expert-level knowledge in both the experimental and bioinformatical analysis. As a consequence, an increasing number of translational researchers are using the service of commercial vendors or core facilities for metabolomic profiling. The common result format researchers obtain from these vendors is a table of relative metabolic measurements that were identified through the process of peak picking and peak annotation. As much as the complexity and cost of running a metabolomics facility created the need for commercial vendors, there is a need for user-friendly computational solutions for R-using experimental biologist and bioinformaticians outside the mass spectrometry field. Comprehensive computational workflows for metabolomic analysis in R exists with the recent publication of 'metaX' leading the way including an extensive review of metabolomics tools since 2006 ([@bty344-B8]). However, we felt that available tools are still requiring too much expert-level knowledge about the details of processing metabolomic data. To this end, we developed 'MetaboDiff', an open source R package for differential metabolomic analysis ([Fig. 1](#bty344-F1){ref-type="fig"}). The defining features what we believe makes MetaboDiff more user-friendly than previous tools are (i) the start of the analytic workflow from relative metabolic measurements, (ii) the storage of all metabolomic data within a single object, (iii) the usage of current gold standards for data imputation and normalization without the need to extensively study and compare methodologies and (iv) a step-by-step markdown tutorial.

![Overview of data representation and analytic workflow of 'MetaboDiff' package. Input is the table of relative metabolic measurements. The data and all its associated metadata are stored within a 'MultiAssayExperiment' object. After processing, the object contains the four slots raw, raw imputed, norm and norm imputed. MAE, MultiAssayExperiment; PCA, Principal Component Analysis and tSNE, *t*-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding](bty344f1){#bty344-F1}

2 Features and methods
======================

2.1 Data processing
-------------------

Within MetaboDiff, metabolic measurements and all related data are stored within a so called 'MultiAssayExperiment' object enabling the coordinated representation of multiple experiments and integrated sub-setting across experiments ([@bty344-B7]; [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All common metabolic identifiers in the dataset (HMDB, KEGG and ChEBI) are used to query the Small Molecular Pathway Database (SMPDB 2.0; [@bty344-B3]). In contrast to other high-throughput technologies, missing values are common in quantitative metabolomic datasets. *K*-nearest neighbor imputation is employed to minimize effects on the normality and variance of the data ([@bty344-B1]). Combined hierarchical and *k*-means clustering can be used to determine outliers with the option to exclude individual samples or a cluster of samples from further analysis. Lastly, variance stabilizing normalization is used to ensure that the variance remains nearly constant over the measurement spectrum ([@bty344-B2]).

2.2 Data analysis
-----------------

The data analysis section of 'MetaboDiff' starts by exploring the metabolome-wide difference between samples in an unsupervised fashion (see [Table 1](#bty344-T1){ref-type="table"} for corresponding functions). Here, principal component analysis (PCA) and t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (tSNE) are at hand. Differential analysis (two or more groups) for individual metabolites is performed using Student's *t*-Tests or ANOVA and corrected for multiple testing. The result of the comparative analysis can be visualized by a volcano plot. As a key functionality, 'MetaboDiff' offers the identification and exploration of metabolic correlation modules by the 'weighted gene co-expression network analysis' (WGCNA; [@bty344-B5]) methodology. WGCNA is not limited by the need to define *a priori* metabolite sets for evaluation, factors in the topology of interactions and offers the possibility to relate modules to sample traits ([Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Table 1.Biological questions that can be answered by MetaboDiffQuestionFunctionMissing measurements in dataset?`na_heatmap`Outliers in dataset?`outlier_heatmap`Metabolome-wide changes between samples?`pca_plot, tsne_plot`Differential metabolite abundance between groups?`diff_test`Differential sub-pathways between groups?`MS_plot`How do metabolites relate to each other in sub-pathway?`MOI_plot`

3 Usage scenario and benchmarking
=================================

The usability of 'MetaboDiff' is showcased in a case study of three datasets from a study by [@bty344-B6] and presented in the Supplementary Results. Here, a special emphasis is placed on the application and interpretation of the metabolic correlation network methodology.

4 Discussion
============

We present 'MetaboDiff', an R package for low-entry level differential metabolomic analysis. The functionality of the MultiAssayExperiment class opens up the possibility to incorporate other high-throughput data (e.g. expression data) from the same patient set ([@bty344-B7]). 'MetaboDiff' will be continously updated as new evidence about metabolomic analysis arises.
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